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 LES OBJECTIFS DU JOUR : 

 

 

- Découvrir un état des Etats-Unis d’Amérique. 

 

- Mieux comprendre un texte informatif. 

 

- S’entraîner à synthétiser en utilisant les informations 

importantes du texte. 

 

 

 

 

 



IDIOM OF THE DAY 

an idiom = a proverb.  



An apple a day keeps the doctor away 



LET’S GO TO THE USA  



U 

 

S 

 

A 

 the United States of America 



THE USA  50 

stars 

The Star-Spangled Banner 

13 

stripes 



THE USA 

 Montana? 

 

North 

Carolina? 

 

Texas? 
 

 

Washington? 



LET’S GUESS OUR 

DESTINATION IN AMERICA 

 

ARE YOU READY TO PLAY? 



THE HANGMAN 



THE USA 



READING TIME  

Méthodologie 
 

Concentre- toi sur : 

 

- noms propres 

- les mots  que tu connais 

- les mots transparents 
 

 

 

 



BIG CITIES IN CALIFORNIA 
 

• California is famous for its big cities like Los Angeles, San 

Francisco , San Diego or Sacramento (which is California’s 

state capital).  

• Los Angeles is very famous thanks to Hollywood (the 

center of the movie industry) or Beverly Hills where you can 

meet a lot of celebrities. 

•  San Francisco is famous thanks to the Golden Gate Bridge 

for example. 
 

 

 

 



BIG CITIES IN CALIFORNIA  

 

California is famous for its big cities like Los Angeles, San Francisco, 

San Diego or Sacramento (which is California’s state capital). Los 

Angeles is very famous thanks to Hollywood (the center of the movie 

industry) or Beverly Hills where you can meet a lot of celebrities. 

 San Francisco is famous thanks to the Golden Gate Bridge for 

example. 

 

 
State capital? 

 

Main cities?  

 

A monument? 

 

 



LET’S PLAY WITH 

CALIFORNIA STATE 

SYMBOLS ! 



California’s flower 

 

 

California’s colour 

 

 

California’s flag 

 

 

California’s state capital 

 
California’s monument  

MATCHING GAME 



The California Grizzly Bear is 

California’s state animal and it is 

honored on the state flag called 

« the Bear Flag ». 



  

It refers to the « Gold Rush » : James Marshall found gold in 

California in 1848. A lot of people from all around the world came 

to California: it was the California Gold Rush ! 

CALIFORNIA’S NICKNAME 

California is nicknamed «  the Golden State »  



CALIFORNIA AND SOME 

RECORDS  

 



Clue : 

Los Angeles is….. 
 

A : the most 

populated 

city in 

California 

B : the least 

populated city 

in California 



Los Angeles is the most populated city in California 

and on the West Coast.  



Clue : 

The most famous bridge in 

the USA is…. 
 

A : Brooklyn 

Bridge 

B : the Golden 

Gate Bridge 



The Golden Gate Bridge is the most famous 

bridge in the USA. 

At the time of its opening in 1937, it was both 

the longest and the tallest suspension bridge in the world. 

It is 2,737 meters long. 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/List_of_longest_suspension_bridge_spans
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/List_of_tallest_bridges


LET’S COMPARE  

Akashi Bridge ( Japan) 

3,991 meters long 

The Golden Gate Bridge (USA) 

2,737 meters long 

Akashi Bridge is longer than the Golden Gate Bridge. 

The Golden Gate Bridge is shorter than Akashi Bridge. 



Clue : 

In California, there are…  
 

A : the tallest 

trees in the 

world 

B : the 

smallest trees 

in the world 



In California , there are the tallest trees in the 

world in Redwood National park. The tallest is 

116 meters tall !  

To compare: 

 in France the tallest tree is 66 

meters tall…. 



Clue : 

Mount Whitney is… 

A : the 

smallest 

mountain in 

the USA 

 B : the 

highest 

mountain in 

the USA 



Mount Whitney is the highest mountain in 

the USA. It is 4,421 meters high !  

To compare: 

Mount Everest is the highest 

mountain in the world. It is 8,848 

meters high. 
 



LET’S COMPARE 
 

Mount Everest 

( 8,848 m) 

Mount Whitney (4,421m )  

Mount Everest is higher than Mount 

Whitney. 

 
 

Mount Whitney is smaller than Mount 

Everest. 



LET’S RECAP !  
 

California is a state of the USA located on the West coast.  

Its nickname is « the Golden state » thanks to the Gold Rush in 1848 and 

the official flower ( poppies) so the official colour is gold.  

 

The two main cities are San Francisco and Los Angeles. 

 

The state symbol is the grizzly bear on the flag called the Bear flag. 

 

Mount Whitney is the highest mountain in the USA. 

There are the tallest trees in the world in California. 

Los Angeles is the most populated city in California. 
 



RECAPITULATIF DE GRAMMAIRE 
• Le comparatif:  

   Mount Whitney is smaller than Mount Everest. 

 

• Le superlatif: 

   The trees in Redwood National Park are the 

tallest                trees in the world. 

  Los Angeles is the most populated city in 

California. 
 



Pour conclure, 

 

• Nous avons découvert un des 50 états américains : la 

Californie et ses symboles. 

 

• Nous avons vu que la Californie détient quelques 

records que l’on a pu comparer avec d’autres pays. 

 

• Nous avons revu les façons de comparer et d’exprimer 

le superlatif selon la taille de l’adjectif. 

 

• A toi de jouer: choisis un état et crée sa carte d’identité. 

 

 



Have a nice day  

 

and don’t forget :  

 

stay home , stay safe 

  

and practise your English!  

 


